organization in the US Army stopped at the
company or troop level. Below this, the
concept of platoons, squads, and details
were informal affairs. “Send a corporal and
a couple of men” would be a typical unit.
Fortunately, western lore is filled with
small, ad hoc units appropriate for Combat
Patrol™ games. Scouting parties, posses,
bandit gangs, war parties, ranch crews,
work gangs, homesteaders, and more lend
themselves to small units of 4 to 6 men.
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1 Introduction
Combat PatrolTM provides a comprehensive
set of rules for skirmishes set in World War
II. This supplement provides guidance for
adapting the rules to small scale actions on
the western frontier, from the days of the
fur trappers to the start of the Mexican
Revolution. The supplement also provides
rules for a variety of play styles, whether
historical or “Hollywood.” The Old West
supplement is one in a series of Combat
Patrol™ supplements that cover periods
such as the Napoleonic Wars, the colonial
era, or the Russo-Finnish Winter War.

As per the Combat Patrol™ rules, each unit
will have a leader.
In the Old West
supplement, leaders may be either trained
or untrained. Trained leaders are found in
military men, federal marshals, war chiefs,
Texas Rangers, or other groups with a
formal command structure. All other
groups are considered to be led by
untrained leaders.
Like army units, untrained leaders can
have a chain of command. A group of
ranchers might be led by the head of the
Stockmen's
Association
(company
commander) while each rancher (platoon
commander) brought their outfit of
cowboys, muleskinners, and wranglers, led
by foremen (squad commanders). Posses,
vigilance committees, war parties, and
bandit gangs will all have their own
hierarchy of commands.

This adaption of the Combat Patrol™ rules
from World War II to the Old West focuses
on unit organization, weapons, and weapon
development. Care has been taken to
ensure that the optional rules in this
supplement are consistent with the
mechanics and design of the original
Combat PatrolTM system.
Throughout this supplement, we reference
the “base rules.” The base rules are the full
Combat Patrol™: WWII rule book as well as
the Optional Rules supplement.

2 Order of Battle
The basic tactical unit of Combat PatrolTM,
a fire team of about five men, has no direct
equivalent in frontier days. Formal
1

3 Untrained Leaders

4 Heroes

Untrained leaders control local sheriff
groups, bandits, hunters, railroad gangs,
and other ad hoc units. Untrained leaders
have some disadvantages compared to the
normal Combat Patrol™ rules:

In addition to leaders, western lore is rife
with tales of lone individuals, real and
fictional, who were exceptional in one way
or another, such as Billy the Kid, Wyatt
Earp, Geronimo, Crazy Horse, Pancho Villa,
the Cisco Kid, Zorro, the Lone Ranger, and
any John Wayne western. These special
characters are classed has Heroes, as
described in Section 3.26 in the base rules.
Because heroes can play a larger-than-life
role in an Old West skirmish, they are rare,
generally no more than one or two per
player in a scenario and more likely one or
two per side.

•

•

•

Command radius is reduced to 6” for
team leaders, 18” for squad leaders,
and 24” for platoon leaders.
An untrained leader cannot swap
dice on his activation; however, an
untrained leader can “receive” a die
from a higher commander, provided
that commander is a trained leader
and the receiving leader is within the
trained leader’s command radius.
Untrained leaders cannot remove
morale markers, as described in
Section 3.14 of the base rules.

Depending on the Hero, the character may
be attached to a unit (e.g., Wyatt Earp
leading a posse) or operating as a lone
figure (e.g., the sociopathic killer John
Wesley Harding). Heroes are not required
to be leaders; thus, a unit could have both a
hero and a leader in it.
Heroes use the following rules:
•
•
•
•
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Each hero has his own unit card,
even if attached to a unit.
Heroes use the highest resolution
unit card (Figure 5-5 of the rules).
Heroes are never out of command.
Heroes
have
an
additional
activation. The Hero card is added to
the Activation Deck. When it is
drawn, heroes whose command die
matches the previously drawn
activation card may activate. If
there are multiple heroes who
activate, the order of activation is
determined by drawing cards and
consulting the ten-sided die icon, as
described in Section 1.3. If the Hero
is part of a unit, only the Hero may

•

•

•

perform actions when the Hero card
is drawn, even if the Hero is the
unit’s leader.
Heroes never suffer penalties for not
having a leader directing their fire.
They are their own leaders in this
regard.
Similar to Leaders, lone Heroes can
remove
morale
markers
on
themselves.
Removing
morale
markers happens at the very
beginning of the activation, before
resolving any morale checks. Elite
Heroes can remove 2 markers;
Regular Heroes can remove 1
marker. Removing morale is the
only action that can be taken during
that activation (aside from resolving
any remaining morale markers).
Heroes can have up to six
Endurance.

1890’s, the table also lists the general date
of introduction for each weapon.

5.1

Reload

The Reload column indicates when and how
the weapon should be marked Out of
Ammunition. There are three results:
Normal, Double, and Always.
Normal: Use the standard Combat Patrol™
rules for Out of Ammunition results.
Double: Cap and ball revolvers were slow to
reload and Gatling Gun jams were often
difficult to clear. If the result on the Action
Card is Out of Ammunition, put 2 markers
on the figure. One action (activation) is
required to remove each Out of
Ammunition marker.
Always: When fired, the weapon is
automatically marked Out of Ammunition.

5 Weapons
The American frontier was a transition
period from the black powder weapons
found early decades of the 1800’s to the
rifles and machine guns of the modern era.
The greatest advancements occurred in
overall reliability and ease of reloading as
technology progressed from the muzzleloading musket to the breech-loading and
repeating weapons of at the end of the era.
Ammunition went from loose powder and
lead balls, to paper cartridges and
percussion caps, and finally metal
cartridges with built-in primers. Weapons
available to figures are listed on .
For those who want to model a specific era
of the frontier such as pre-Civil War
mountain men, the Plains Wars of the
1870’s or the Johnson County War of the
3

Table 1 - Frontier Weapons Data
Weapon

Range (Rate of Fire)

Reload

HtH

Date

8

Always

0

Any

8

16

Always

1

Any

5

10

20

Always

1 (2)

Any

9

18

36

Always

1 (2)

Any

3 (3)

6 (2)

12 (1)

Always

0

Any

--

1

--

Always

0

Any

2 (2)

4 (2)

8

Double

2

1853

Rifle (bayonet)

12

24

48

Normal

0 (1)

1864

Carbine

4

8

16

Normal

1

1864

Gatling Gun

12 (3)

24 (3)

48 (2)

Double

--

1866

Revolver

2 (2)

4 (2)

8

Normal

2

1869

Shotgun

3 (3)

6 (2)

12 (1)

Normal

0

1875

Bow

6

12

24

--

0

Any

Lance

Moving (not moving) 3 (1)

--

1

Any

Short

Medium

Long

Muzzle-Loading Pistol

2

4

Muzzle-Loading Carbine

4

Musket (bayonet)
Muzzle-Loading Rifle (bayonet)
Muzzle Loading Shotgun
Derringer
Cap and Ball Revolver

Sword

--

--

--

--

2

Any

Hatchet/Bowie Knife

--

--

--

--

1

Any

Axe

--

--

--

--

3

Any

1 (HE)

2 (HE)

4 (HE)

--

--

1869

Dynamite

The player needs to use an action to remove
this marker before the figure can fire his
weapon again.

5.1.1 Date
The Date column indicates when the
weapon came into general use. Prior to the
date, the weapon would be rare or nonexistent. For instance, while cartridge
rifles were available before 1864, they
were not readily available until this date or
after. These dates also serve as a guide to
determining the mix of weapons in a
scenario. The closer to the introduction
date, the more older weapons will also be
found in the mix. A scenario set in 1870
might have both revolvers and cap and ball

For a weapon marked Always, when a
shooting result is Out of Ammunition,
consult the hit randomizer number on that
Action Card. If the hit randomizer number
is even the figure’s weapon fouled. Place
two Out of Ammunition markers on the
figure. As with the Double result, one
marker can be removed per activation. If
the hit randomizer number is odd the
result is simply a single Out of Ammunition
marker.
4

revolvers and perhaps even a few muzzleloading rifles still in play.

5.2

Gatling Guns

Gatling Guns are crew-served weapons that
function similar to machine guns in the
standard Combat PatrolTM rules. Each
Gatling Gun is an individual unit. The
standard crew is usually four men: gunner,
loader, assistant loader, and commander.
5.2.1 Movement:
Gatling Guns were typically mounted on a
light artillery carriage and towed by a onehorse limber with a caisson for extra
ammunition. For command and control
purposes the limber is under the command
of the gun crew commander and must be
within his command radius to perform an
action.

When a limber is within four inches of the
gun the standard rules on target area depth
applies; therefore, the limber team is
included in hit randomization when the
gun crew is fired upon. If the limber gets hit
treat it as a single entity, not individual
horses (if there is more than one). If
wounded, the limber moves at half speed
thereafter. If incapacitated the limber
cannot move. If the limber is more than
four inches from the gun it is immune to
fire directed at the gun crew and can only
be harmed if targeted directly. Regardless
of where the limber is located relative to
the gun, it is never included in
randomization of morale results.

Limbered Gatling Guns require an
activation to unlimber and set up before
they may fire. It also takes an activation to
limber, and the limber (horse and caisson)
must be within four inches of the gun when
the activation card is drawn. Limbered
guns move one card on open ground, two
cards on road. Movement in woods or
rough terrain is one card halved and the
unit must make a bog check treating the
terrain as elite.

5.2.2 Firing:
A Gatling Gun fires as if it were a machine
gun in the Combat Patrol™ rules. Unlike
modern machine guns, Gatling Guns
typically had a very limited traverse when
firing and therefore can only fire on targets
that are no more than 45° to each side of
center. Firing on targets outside this arc
requires an activation to manhandle the
weapon to the new facing.

Unlimbered,
the
crew
can
move
(manhandle) the Gatling Gun at one
quarter speed. This requires at least two
crewmen. Movement in woods or rough
terrain is one card quartered and unit must
make a bog check treating the terrain as
elite. Note: After manhandling a Gatling
Gun that is already set up, the gun does not
require another activation to set-up for the
weapon to be fired.

5.2.3 Wagon Mounts (Hollywood)
At the GM’s discretion, a Gatling Gun can
also be mounted on a wagon. Doing so gives
the following benefits and limitations.
5

•

•
•
•

•
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satchel charge, or it may be placed in some
location to create larger explosions. One
stick uses the small HE template; a bundle
of sticks uses the medium HE template.

The gun is treated as if it is always
unlimbered,
i.e.
a
separate
limber/unlimber activation is not
needed before or after moving,
The gun cannot be fired while
moving,
The gun can only fire out the rear
facing of the wagon,
The wagon (with its team) is always
counted as part of hit randomization
when the unit is fired on, and
If the wagon is incapacitated, the gun
can no longer move.

6.1.1 Throwing Dynamite
Dynamite can be thrown as if throwing a
grenade (or satchel charge) but with an
additional shift to the right, since dynamite
was not made to be thrown. If the hit
indicator has an Out of Ammunition result,
draw another card, consulting the tensided die icon. If the result is even, the
dynamite explodes prematurely; the fuse
was cut too short or burned faster than
expected. In this case, the blast centers on
the thrower and does not scatter. Resolve
the attack as a standard attack using the
appropriate blast template. If the result is
odd, the explosive is a dud and does not
explode. In all cases, the figure is out of
dynamite for the rest of the game.

Dynamite (Hollywood)

The grizzled prospector throwing lit sticks
of dynamite is a trope of movie westerns. If
the GM allows it in a scenario, figures can
use sticks of dynamite as weapons similar
to grenades. Any non-Indian figure can use
dynamite if it is assigned to the figure or the
figure finds dynamite during the course of
play (as set up by the GM).

If the dynamite does not explode
prematurely, resolve the attack as a
normal attack (with the additional column
shift), including checking for scatter on
missed throws.

Dynamite comes as separate sticks or
bundles of sticks. It may either be thrown
for effects similar to a hand grenade or
6

too much heat or cold could make it even
more unstable. There is always a risk when
carrying it into a gunfight. If a figure
carrying dynamite is wounded or
incapacitated, draw an additional card. If
that card has a small explosion result, the
dynamite carried by the figure detonates.
Since it is assumed that the figure is
carrying multiple sticks of dynamite, use
the medium HE template as if it was a
bundle of dynamite.

6.1.2 Placed Dynamite
Dynamite can also be placed as a bundle for
a fused satchel charge, either as part of
scenario set-up or during the course of the
game. Placing during play requires two
activations; the first to prepare the bundle
and the second to place the charge. Once
the charge is place, the figure lays the fuse
by activating normally. Figures laying fuse
move at half speed and cannot sprint. A
figure can spend up to three activations
laying the fuse. Once the figure takes any
other action (including moving normally)
the fuse length is set. Players may find it
useful to mark the location of the fuse end.

Figures rated as snipers (see Section 3.18
of the base rules) can fire on dynamite
charges. If the charge is hit, turn another
card. If a medium explosion is drawn, the
charge explodes.

A set fuse can be lit by any figure adjacent
to the fuse end who spends an action to do
so. As soon as the fuse is lit, roll a command
die and place it next to the dynamite. When
the dynamite activates (i.e., the number on
an Activation Card matches that on the
command die of the dynamite), the charge
explodes. Resolve the attack normally.
Bundles can be placed to breach walls using
the same rules as satchel charges.

7 Mounted Troops
Although cavalry was used throughout the
Old West, the romantic image of mounted
men galloping into battle with sabers
drawn and pistols firing was rare, to say
the least. In the majority of actions, cavalry
fought as dismounted troopers. While some
Indian tribes were noted for their
horsemanship, it was more common and
effective to fight on foot. Still, in history –

6.1.3 Blasting Machines
If a figure has a blasting
machine (the classic plunger
trigger), he must spend an
activation to connect the
blasting machine to the fuse.
Once this is done, any figure
adjacent to the blasting
machine can trigger the
dynamite (push the plunger)
when that figure is activated.
6.1.4 Dynamite and Fire
Combat
Dynamite of the period was not
the most stable explosive, and
7

and in Hollywood – mounted skirmishes did
occur. In Combat Patrol™, mounted figures
use the following rules.
•

7.1 Mounted Rules Summary
The full Combat Patrol™ rules for cavalry
units can be found in the Horse and Musket:
Napoleonic Supplement. For convenience,
the key features are summarized here.
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Mounted figures draw two cards for
movement. They can draw a third
card by galloping using the
supplemental Sprinting rules (7.2)
but are stunned at the end of their
activation.
Mounting and dismounting requires
an activation.
Mounted units must make a bog
check when crossing fences, hedges,
ditches, etc. If failed, one figure
becomes hung up and must stop
immediately after crossing the
obstacle.
Mounted units can make Reaction
checks to counter-charge. Movement
is 1 card.
Units that contact the enemy by
moving 4” or more in a straight line
have Impetus and gain +2 to melee
resolution on the first round of
combat. Lancers gain a +3 bonus for
Impetus, otherwise their HtH
modifier is +1.
Table 2, Cavalry Breakthrough, lists
the movement rules for the different
melee results. The columns list the
result for victors with and without
Impetus. If the cavalry figure cannot
advance because it is blocked by
anything other than an enemy
figure,
the
cavalryman
is
automatically stunned. If the figure

contacts an enemy unit another
round of melee is resolved, without
Impetus modifiers.
Figures armed with pistols can do
moving fire. Rifles and carbines
cannot. Mounted figures can fire
from the saddle, but suffer an
additional a 1 column shift in
addition to other fire modifiers.
Fire at a mounted figure is resolved
using Rule 7.10.2 from the “Combat
PatrolTM Optional Rules Supplement”
which is repeated below for
convenience.
Table 2 - Cavalry Breakthrough

Hand to
Hand Result
No opponent

With
Impetus
Must
advance 6
inches
beyond
intended
enemy
location
After victory; Enemy
withdraws 2
defender
inches;
wounded
victor must
advance 1
inch beyond,
back to back
After victory; Victor must
advance 4
defender
incapacitated inches
After a tie or Back 2
inches as in
attacker
base rules
wounded

Without
Impetus
Stop at
intended
enemy
location

Enemy
withdraws
2 inches;
victor may
advance 1
inch
Victor may
advance 1
inch
Back 2
inches as in
base rules

7.1.1 Horsemanship
At the GM’s discretion, elite cavalry units
can be given the Horsemanship ability.
Horsemanship has the following effects:
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•
•

•

Ignore the mounted fire combat shift
when firing from horseback.
Can do moving fire with pistols,
carbines or bows, however the
moving penalty still applies.
Are not injured if thrown.

7.10.2 Shooting at a Mounted Soldier
(Napoleonic Supplement)
When firing at a mounted figure, if a hit
is scored, after determining which
figure was hit, where the figure was hit,
and whether it was wounded or
incapacitated,
the
player
must
determine if he hit the man or the horse.
Draw a card and consult the ten-sided
die icon. On a “roll” of 1 through 7, the
horse is hit; otherwise the man is hit.
Apply the results of the hit as indicated
in the previous card.

Combat
Patrol™:
supplement.

Napoleonic

Wars

9 Non-Standard Unit Types
This section presents guidance for
including non-standard unit types in your
scenarios.

9.1 Indians

When a horse is incapacitated or
wounded, the rider may be injured.
Draw a card from the Action Deck and
consult the high explosive burst effects
section of card. If a medium burst icon is
shown, the figure has been thrown from
the horse and has been injured. Draw
another card to determine if he is
wounded or incapacitated. If there is no
medium burst icon the rider was able to
dismount safely from his dead or
wounded horse. Dead and wounded
horse are removed from the table.

Indians of the period cover a broad range of
cultures and combat techniques.
The
following rules apply to Indian units.
1. Non-Indian leaders cannot swap
Command Dice with Indian units.
2. Set Indians’ Melee value 1 point
higher than regular troops.
3. Indians cannot use crewed weapons
(e.g., Gatling guns and artillery) or
dynamite.

9.2 Animals (Hollywood)
Buffalo herds, cattle drives, and grizzly
bears are part of the landscape of the West.
Buffalo hunts, cattle raiding, and
stampedes through town are all possible
scenarios.

8 Artillery
Artillery in Old West skirmishes was rare,
certainly rarer than has been depicted in
Hollywood. As such, these rules do not
cover use of artillery; however, players
who want to add an artillery piece to a
scenario can use the rules found in the

Animals are controlled by the game master
unless herded.
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9.2.1 Movement
Bison, cattle and horses move at cavalry
rates (2 cards) and charge for an additional
card. Grizzly bears and sheep move 1 card
and 1 additional card when charging.

9.2.4 Figures and Herds
Herds are difficult to move through. Bison,
horses, and cattle are large and
unpredictable. Sheep, though small in
comparison, form dense groups equally
difficult to move through. Foot figures
move at quarter movement through herds.
Mounted figures are reduced to half
movement.

9.2.2 Herds
Large numbers of animals (especially
cattle or buffalo) are treated as a herd.
Regardless of numbers a herd counts as a
single unit and one unit card should be
prepared for it. One figure in the herd,
typically the lead bull, is designated as the
central figure.
•
•
•

•

9.2.5 Melee
Only bears can initiate melee attacks and
generally will only attack if provoked or
threatened. They will automatically charge
if not in melee.

The unit has its own activation die
(unless herded)
All figures of the herd must be within
6” of a central figure.
The figures all move as one; members
of the herd do not act individually.
For convenience, move the central
figure and then move other figures
around it as appropriate.
If fired on, do not calculate which
target is hit. Instead determine
results, ignoring wounds. Remove 1
figure for every Incapacitate result.

9.2.3 Herding:
Cattle and horses can be herded
if at least 1 unit of 3 or more
figures is assigned to them.
Herded livestock ignores its own
activation die and moves when
the accompanying unit is
activated. The herding player
chooses where the herd will
move to. If the herding player
has the herd charge, the result is
an automatic stampede.

9.2.6 Morale
Bears check morale like regular units.
However, any negative result will cause the
bear to retreat – unless the result is for a
figure to advance toward the enemy.
Herds do not check morale. If fired on they
automatically check for stampede.
9.2.7 Stampede
In combat and dangerous situations there
is a chance the herd will stampede. (Sheep
flocks are exempt from this.) A check
should be made in the following cases:
Table 3: Livestock Attributes
Livestock Attributes

Attributes

Bison Cattle Horses Grizzly Sheep
Bear
E

R

G

E

G

Accuracy

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Melee

+2

+1

+0

+3

-1

Endurance

4-5

2-4

2-3

4-6

2

3

2

3

2

2

Guts

Reaction
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•
•
•
•
•

A unit fires a weapon within 2” of the
herd
The herd is charged
A unit within 2” of the herd is
charged
The herd loses a figure
Other startling event (at the GM’s
discretion),

Regardless of cause, draw a card and check
the open terrain morale result. If the result
is an advance toward the enemy, the herd
stampedes. Draw a card and check the
scatter arrow. The herd will stampede in
this direction.

9.3 Wagons
Stagecoaches, buggies, Conestoga wagons,
and buckboards use the following rules:
•

For the duration of the turn, the herd’s
activation die is ignored. Instead, the herd
moves one card of movement on every
activation card played until the end of the
turn. At the end of the turn, the stampede
ends and the herd is marked stunned.

•

•

When moving the herd tramples small
obstacles and flows around medium ones.
Walls and fences are jumped. Large
obstacles can force the herd to change
direction or even split but do not stop the
momentum.

•

•

Figures within 1” of a stampeding herd at
any point during its move must resolve a
melee attack. If the figure wins the melee, a
random animal within range might be
killed (draw a combat result and if the
apply the results, ignoring wounds). The
remaining beasts break around the figure.
If the result is a tie, the figure is stunned in
place but avoids damage. Losing the melee
means the figure is trampled; draw and
apply the combat result without cover
modifiers. Note that figures may be
attacked multiple times before they are
clear of the herd.

•

•
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A wagon is its own unit. The driver’s
Guts Attribute is used to resolve
moral checks.
A wagon’s virtue is hauling capacity,
not speed. Wagons move 1 card per
activation or 2 is galloping.
A wagon must make a bog check
whenever it moves through rough
terrain. If it fails, it stops halfway
through the rough terrain.
Wagons cannot cross linear obstacles
(fences, walls, etc.) unless an
activation is spent to clear a gap.
Figures can board and dismount
from wagons at the cost of 1
activation. The wagon must be at a
stop to board. A figure can dismount
while the wagon is moving normally
(not galloping).
Passengers
can
fire
weapons
normally while on board and can fire
while moving (normal moving
penalties apply).
When firing at wagons, potential
targets include the driver, any
passengers, and team. The team only
counts as one figure, regardless of
the number of horses (or oxen). The

•

•

•

•

driver and passengers are treated as
if they have fence cover. If the team
is wounded, the wagon moves at half
speed. If the team is incapacitated,
one horse (or oxen) is killed the
wagon cannot move.
A figure can cut out one horse from a
team per activation. More than 1
figure can unhitch a team at the
same time. If a wounded or
incapacitated animal is cut out, the
wagon can move normally but
cannot gallop.
Four or more figures can spend an
activation to overturn an unhitched
empty wagon to use as a barricade.
Wagons must check for runaway if a
figure fires within 2” of the team or if
the team is charged. The check is the
same as the that for a stampede,
however the driver’s Guts is applied
to the result.
A runaway wagon moves at full
gallop (2 cards) every activation. It

•

•
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will move in a straight line unless
blocked. Galloping and runaway
wagons must make a bog check any
time they attempt to turn more than
45⁰ or cross a linear obstacle.
If a runaway fails a bog check, the
wagon overturns. All figures in the
wagon must take a melee attack. If
passed the figure is automatically
stunned, otherwise the melee result
applies normally. Once overturned
the wagon is considered destroyed,
but can still be used for cover.
Each activation the driver can try to
regain control by drawing a card and
checking the morale result. If the
result is good (i.e. does not list a
forced action), the driver regains
control of the team. All other results
are ignored.

